DISASTER RECOVERY PREPAREDNESS REVIEW

Expect the unexpected…Will you be ready?
Disasters are beyond your control, but Disaster
Recovery is not. Take the necessary measures to
ensure your resilience against potential threats.

Disasters take various but equally threatening
forms. Whether caused by a natural disaster or
by a careless or tired employee, business-interrupting
events wield damage and chaos — especially for
businesses that are unmindful and unprepared.
Armed with carefully tested processes and properly
documented procedures however, businesses can
avert peril and flourish.
Quest’s DR Preparedness Review provides the tools
and information necessary to bolster defenses against
disaster. If subject to compliance requirements, interested

Combining a risk assessment and business impact analysis,

in taking precautionary measures, or already impacted

this review yields detailed discovery and practical insight. For

by disaster, your business can be better fortified and more

approximately six to eight weeks, Quest’s DR experts will

resilient with a DR Preparedness Review.

conduct a series of thorough interviews to determine which
applications, devices, and services are most critical to your
productivity and gain an understanding of their ability to
resume normal business operations following an event.
Through collaborative weekly meetings, our experts will also
uncover any gaps that may exist between recovery expectations
and actual capabilities.
With Quest’s DR Preparedness Review, you’ll gain insight into
the current state of your DR preparedness and better understand potential threats that can impact your organization. You’ll
also be equipped with the proper documentation to combat
disaster, including: a comprehensive executive summary, a
detailed BIA, and various options for addressing any discovered
risks — priced to fit your needs, expectations, and budget.

Be Proactive. Be Prepared.

Interested in a DR Preparedness Review?
Invest in the Capability, not the Product ®
www.questsys.com | 800.326.4220
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